Huntress’ Managed Antivirus enables you to extract maximum value from Microsoft Defender
Antivirus, a built-in and often untapped Windows OS security component. This empowers you to
reinvest more money back into growing your business.

HARNESS THE BENEFITS OF YOUR INVESTMENT
IN MICROSOFT WINDOWS
Rather than spending more on additional security tools, Managed
Antivirus empowers you to reclaim existing investments included
within Microsoft Windows--allowing you to redirect funds toward
fortifying other areas of your security stack.

STREAMLINE ENDPOINT SECURITY MANAGEMENT
INTO ONE DASHBOARD
Our Managed Antivirus offers a centralized, multi-tenant dashboard
to monitor and manage Defender on all protected endpoints.
See detections and events, monitor scans and protections, set
exclusions and execute remediation actions—all from The Huntress
Security Platform.

QUICKLY IDENTIFY AND REMEDIATE INCIDENTS
The Managed Antivirus dashboard extracts and features essential
information from Defender to identify and prioritize incidents
and inform remediation steps. In addition, Huntress’ ThreatOps
team provides an added layer of expertise to analyze alerts and
recommend action items when remediations cannot be performed
by Defender alone.

MICROSOFT DEFENDER HEALTH

Managed AV allows
us to maximize the
investments we’ve
already made in
Microsoft Windows,
and coupled
with Huntress’
existing detection
and response
capabilities, we’re
able to harden
endpoint security
across the board for
our clients without
needing to justify
increased prices.
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Centrally manage Defender AV right from The Huntress Security
Platform to streamline time spent on threat hunting.

KEY FEATURES
Centralized policy management
of Defender configuration and policy compliance enforcement across
all endpoints at the account, organization or host level. Easily apply
Huntress-recommended policy settings or your own multi-tenant
recommended configuration policy.

THE HUNTRESS
SECURITY PLATFORM
Persistent Footholds

Huntress monitors for persistent
footholds and delivers
actionable recommendations
and instructions for removal.

Actionable incident reporting
that enables you to view and examine incidents that Defender flags,
including event details and remediation steps taken. Huntress’ human
threat hunters will review certain detections and provide a contextual
classification of detections for enrichment and triage. Actionable
incident reports will be sent to configured integrations (PSAs).

Assisted remediation
powered by The Huntress Security Platform for incidents that

Ransomware Canaries

Like the old canary in the
coal mine, our Ransomware
Canaries enable faster and
earlier detection of potential
ransomware incidents.

External Recon

manually or allow the Huntress agent to perform new actions.

External Recon gives you
visibility into external attack
surfaces by monitoring
potentially exposed services like
remote desktop services/RDP.

Greater Defender visibility

Managed Antivirus

Defender flags as needing a reboot or full scan. Assisted remediation
automates the execution of customized remediation actions that
Huntress provides; however, administrators can choose to do them

into the health, status, latest scan and signature updates for all hosts.
See what Defender detects—including discovered actions, which are
highlighted and brought to the surface.

Comprehensive Huntress dashboard
shows high-level oversight into security statuses in Defender,
including flagged incidents, with the ability to drill down for
monitoring and managing at the account and organization levels. You
can gather essential information to identify and prioritize incidents
and inform remediation steps—all from the Managed Antivirus
dashboard to streamline time spent on threat hunting.

Easy to deploy and manage
through the lightweight Huntress agent and robust management
integrations. Simply deploy the Huntress agent and enable the
Managed Antivirus service.

SEE WHAT YOUR AV CAN DO FOR YOU

Through centralized
management and visibility,
Managed AV enables you to
reclaim and amplify existing
investments in Defender AV.

Partner Enablement

The Huntress Partner Portal
offers an array of fully
customizable presentations,
assets and documents, along
with educational materials to
help guide your clients—as well
as your own teams—through
their own cybersecurity journey.

